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1. Denial of Responsibility.  
a. it’s not Trump’s fault.  
b. precedence or common practice (everyone does it)  
c. Trump’s boss told him to,  
d. Trump had no choice, he had financial problems,  
e. Trump played only a minor part and it was not his idea anyway.  
f. It was an accident, Trump didn’t mean to withhold aid or a meeting or pressure 
Ukraine to investigate, etc. 
2. Denial of Injury. 
a. no harm, no foul,  
b. Trump didn’t hurt anyone 
c. Trump met with Zelensky 
d. Ukraine received the aid money 
e. Ukraine didn’t even know the money was delayed 
3. Denial of the Victim.  
a. Blame the victim. Ukraine is corrupt. Burisma is corrupt. Biden is corrupt 
b. Ukraine deserved it – they said bad things about Trump.  
c. They had it coming (Ukraine, Burisma, Biden, etc.).  
4. Condemnation of the Condemners. (mostly about Democrats’ attitudes or behaviors) 
a. accuser lacks credibility, lacks expertise 
b. accuser/democrats have ulterior motives. They don’t really care about Ukraine or 
the delayed aid. The investigation is really about some other reason besides 
Ukraine (examples: they hate Trump or want to get rid of Trump). 
c. Democrats are bad, witnesses are bad 
d. There is no proof, this is all speculation 
e. The investigation is not legitimate 
f. The investigation and/or processes are unfair, biased 
5. Appeal to Higher Loyalties. (this has to do with the inner thoughts of Trump) 
a. Trump didn’t do it for himself, he didn’t pressure Ukraine or withhold aid so that 
he could discredit Biden and win the 2020 election.  
b. Higher moral purpose: fighting corruption, saving taxpayer money 
c. Trump cares about corruption that is why he asked Ukraine to look into Biden 
and/or Burisma 
d. Trump is saving taxpayer money by not giving the aid to Ukraine 
6. Legality 
a. It isn’t actually illegal. If the law doesn’t say I can’t, then I can. Gellerman, 1986 
b. There is nothing wrong with what Trump did or how he handled things.  
c. Trump can do what he wants, that’s his job.  
7. Metaphor of the ledger (mostly about the good things about Trump) 
a. I can do something good to make up for a bad thing. Klockars, 1974 as cited in 
Ashforth & Anand, 2003 
b. The economy is good 
c. Trump did all kinds of good things  
 
8. None of the above. Not a neutralizing technique 
9. Repeated accusation against Trump 
